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EXPERIMEOTS IN THE NEW 1ASL MPD ARCJET TEST FACILITY

by

David B. Fradkin

and

Duane J. Roehling

ABSTRACT

The new Magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) arcjet test facility at LASL is
described. Preliminary performance measurements on a steady state lithium-
fueled applied-field MPD arcjet are evaluated on the basis of thrust
measured directly with a unique, highly sensitive, parallel pendulum thrust
stand. Arc input electrical powers were between 10 and 25 kW, currents
between 300 and SSO A, input mass flow rates varied from 23 to 41 mg/s,
and applied field strengths were between 0.09 and 0.27 T. Thrust was found
to correlate with the product of arc current and applied magnetic-field
strength. Thrust densities at the anode exit plane were as high as 500
N/m2. Effective exhaust velocities of 2 x 104 m/s (ISp = 2050 S) were
obser.ed. Thrust efficiency increased linearly with exhaust velocity
reaching 35% at the highest measured value. Mass entrainment effects
on the measurements are considered and discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rocket equation for field free space

where

g/mo = exp (-Av/v&)

m^ initial vehicle mass

m = final vehicle masso
Av = characteristic velocity increment ot the

mission, and

v = propellant exhaust velocity,

clearly shows that the propellant exhaust velocity

must be comparable to the velocity increment of the

mission if a substantial fraction of the initial

vehicle mass is to be delivered to the destination.

For ambitious missions (e.g., Mars landings, ex-

ploration of the outer planets, and exploration out

of the plane of the ecliptic) characteristic veloc-
A

ities are at least 2 x 10 m/sec. However, exhaust

velocities of this magnitude are well beyond those

attainable by the expansion of thermally heated

gases or vapors. At present, only electric thrust-

ers have operated, or promise to operate, in this

high-exhaust-velocity regime. These electric

propulsion motors can be broadly classified as (1)

electrostatic, or ion engines; and (2) plasma

accelerators.

Let us consider an electrostatic motor system

first. Such a system is characterized by steady-

state operation, high electrical impedance, and low

thrust per unit area (thrust density). Thrust

densities are typically of the order of 10 N/m or

less, requiring either an extremely large engine or

a large number of small engines for primary propul-

sion application. Because electrostatic motors are

high-voltage low-current devices they require heavy

and complicated power-conditioning equipment to

match the low-impedance characteristics of space

electric power supplies. In comparison, a plasma

motor is characterized by a thrust density that is

several orders of magnitude higher than that of the

ion engine, and by low electrical impedance, there-

by offering the possibility of eliminating the

power-conditioning equipment by coupling the engine

directly to a nuclear electric power supply. Since

1965 plasma accelerator research has concentrated

on the MPD arcjet.



The MPD arcjet is a device in which plasma is

generated, by the discharge of electrical current

between short coaxial electrodes, the generated

plasma being subsequently accelerated by the inter-

action of the discharge current with self-induced

and/or externally applied magnetic fields. Such

devices have been studied for space propulsion ap-

plications for a number of years. Because

early experiments had indicated that thruster per-

formance might increase with increasing arc power,

most experiments for the past few years concentrated
10 11 8 9

on pulsed ' or "quasi-steady" ' arcs that

operate at high instantaneous powers (in the raulti-

megawatt range) with pulse durations of from 10 us

to 1 ms, and make use of self-magnetic field accel-

eration. However, such arcs require supplemental

energy storage and current pulse-forming equipment.

The possibility of constructing a nuclear-

electric propulsion (NEP) system by coupling a MPD

arc to a nuclear thermionic reactor power supply

without the need for power-conditioning, energy-

storage, or pulse forming equipment, has encouraged

the continuing investigation of steady-state MPD

arcs. The plasma research effort at the Los Alamos

Scientific Laboratory (LASL) continues to concen-

trate on the development of a steady state lithium-

fueled self-field MPD arcjet. However, if substan-

tial self-field acceleration is desired, such arcs

must operate with currents of at least several kilo-

amperes equal to electrical powers exceeding 100 kW.

LASL's goal is a 0.5-HW design.

Earlier, detailed diagnostic studies at LASL

had been performed in the exhaust plume of a nom-

inal 25-kW, steady-state, applied-field, lithium-

fueled, hollow-cathode MPD arc thruster. Certain

performance measurements indicated that this type

of arc offered promise as a primary propulsion

thruster. The small size of the vacuua chamber

limited arc operation to powers much less than 30 kW

due to thermal loading of the chamber structure,

and shorting of the arc current through the chamber

walls. The chamber size also precluded the instal-

lation of a thrust stand, and thus any direct

thrust measurement. A new test facility consisting

of a 2.4-m diam by 6.5-m-long vacuum tank with an

integral thrust stand was therefore constructed to

investigate arc operation at higher power levels

and to measure thrust directly. Some preliminary

arc perfromance measurements as determined from

thrust-stand measurements in the new test facility

are described in the following paragraphs.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS

Arc Structure

The nominal 25-kW arc, henceforth designated

HC-8, along with its associated lithium feed sys-

tem is shown schematically in Fig. 1 and described

in detail in Ref. 1. Briefly, the outer electrode,

or anode, consists of an annular tantalum radiator

that is niobium-brazed to a tantalum cylinder. The

anode has an i.d. of 37.5 mm, is 39 mm long, and

has an o.d. of 91 mm at the radiator. The cathode

is a 37-mm long hollcw tungsten tube with an i.d. of

11 mm and an o.d. of 19 mm. The anode is surrounded

by a large solenoidal magnetic coil having a mean

diameter of * 250 mm, which produces an essentially

axial slowly diverging magnetic field in the

electrode region.

The vaporizer is essentially an "open-ended

heat pipe." Liquid lithium from the bellows piston

enters the tube through a porous plug and fills the

wick structure by capillary action. Vaporization

occurs along the entire wick structure which operates

at ** 1300°K. The central volume is thus filled

with lithium vapor which is forced out through the

hollow cathode into the arc region.

Vacuum Tank

The new test chamber is a 6.5-m-long double-

walled, stainless-steel, water-cooled vacuum vessel
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Fig. 1. Schematic of HC-8 Arc.



Fig. 2. End view of vacuum tank and pump.

Fig. 3. Side view of vacuum tank.

with a diameter of 2.4 m. The end bells are hinged

and are provided with numerous penetrations for

easy access. Cooling is sufficient so that 0.5 MW

of continuous beam power may be absorbed in the

downstream half of the tank. The chamber is pumped

using a single 813-mm (32-in.) oil diffusion pump.
-4

Chamber pressure is maintained at 10 Pa on stand-

by, and is reduced to 2 x 10 Pa during arc opera-

tion by the gettering action of lithium. Two views

of the vacuum chamber are shown in Figs. 2 and 3.

Thrust Stand

The thrust stand, mounted on one end bell of

the 2.4-m-diam vacuum tank, is of the parallel-

Fig. 4. Thrust stand frames and U-tube assembly.

pendulum type construction. A movable frame is sup-

ported from Inconel flexures that consist of 0.25-.ran

thick by 100-mm wide sheets arranged in a three-

point suspension. The movable frame can support

^ ISO kg. The arcjet components, e.g., electrodes

magnet, etc., are mounted on this movable frame.

Direct current to both the arc and the magnet is

supplied through coaxial mercury pots, and cooling

water is ducted through banks of the U-tube as-

semblies. Lithium propellant is fed to the arc

through a flexible stainless-steel bellows. The

bare thrust-stand and U-tube assemblies are shown

in Fig. 4, and two views of the HC-8 arc head

mounted on the thrust stand are presented in

Figs. 5 and 6.

The force on the thrust stand is determined by

measuring the output of a strain gage transducer.

The transducer is located at the rear of the stand

and pushes against the movable frame, displacing it

from its equilibrium position. This displacement

produces a tare force of a few hundred grams. The

thrust staiid is calibrated by pushing on the movable

frame with a similar dead-weight-calibrated force

transducer, lite calibration is accurate to within

+.0.05 N (5 g) for thrust forces between 0.05 and

10.0 N. Tests were performed to check the effects



k
Fig. 5. Side view of HC-8 arc mounted on thrust

stand.

Fig. 6. End view of HC-8 arc mounted on thrust
stand.

of water flows, magnetic field, and current flows

on sensitivity and zero drift of the thrust stand.

All effects were negligible, being less than 0.01 N.

To check whether the thrust-stand and instru-

mentation performed properly a series of preliminary

runs were made with the HC-8 arc head mounted on the

thrust stand, but using argon as the propel1ant.

Radiant energy from the arc anode was found to heat

the thrust-stand structure so that during arc opera-

tion a substantial drift occurred, corresponding to

*» 0.4 to 0.6 N, from pre-run zero. The thermal time

constant for the- thrust stand to return to its pre-

run zero after arc shutdown was about three to four

hours. A dynamic measurement technique was

therefore needed that would allow the determination

of the true thrust-stand zero at its operating tem-

perature for each arc operating condition. A crow-

bar circuit was placed in parallel with the arc.

This crowbar circuit allowed current extinction to

occur in less than 0.1 ms. The off-tin*s of the arc

was set at "V 10 sec. The arc thrust was then deter-

mined from the difference in the strain-gage output

for the 10-s arc off and the steady arc on con-

ditions. At constant arc operating conditions the

zero drift for this mode of measurement was less

than 0.05 N.

Basically the crowbar circuit consists of two

silicon-controlled rectifiers (SRC) and of a large,

15-EIF, electrolytic capacitor. The arc is extin-'

guished by shorting this capacitor across the arc

electrodes using one SCR as a switch. The other

SCR, placed in series with the anode, is then

opened. After the capacitor is charged, a timing

circuit closes this SCR at the preset time interval,

^ 10 sec, and the capacitor is discharged across

the electrodes reigniting the arc.

Data Acquisition and Reduction Systems

The arc voltage; the output voltages from the

arc-current shunt and magnet-current shunt; the

anode-to-grojind voltage, along with outputs from

the water-turbine flowmeters; the colorimeter

thermopile and thermocouple readings; Autovac

vacuum gage; and the thrust-stand strain gages were

recorded on a hard-wire-logic Hewlett Packard

2010D Data Acquisition System. The heart of this

system is a 2401C integrating digital voltmeter of

1.0 uV accuracy, with a digital BCD (binary coded
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Fig. 7. Arc voltage vs magnetic field at the anode
face.

decimal) output. For our experiments.a 1.0-s inte-

gration time was used to minimize the effect of

small fluctuations. The 60 data channels were

scanned with a 2911A Guarded Crossbar Scanner and

2911B crossbar scanner controller. The BCD output

from the digital voltmeter was fed directly to the

input buffer of a Hewlett Packard 2114A digital

computer having 8K 16-bit words of memory. A

FORTRAN IV data reduction program, LIDAT, was

written for this computer. The data reduction pro-

gram provided a print-out of the parameters of

interest, e.g., arc voltage and current, arc power,

lithium feed rate, thrust, and thrust and thermal

efficiencies.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

General

The HC-8 nominal 25-kW arc was operated on the

thrust stand at input powers between 10 and 25 kW.

Arc current, I, was varied from 250 to 550 A; input

lithium mass flow rates, m, from 23 to 41 mg/sj and

applied magnetic field strengths at the anode face,

Bz, from 0.09 to 0.27 T.

Arc Voltage

The lithium arc has been observed to run in

two voltage mocies, ' a low-voltage mode in which

the voltage increases only linearly with B2 and is

independent of I and m, and a high-voltage mode in

which voltage increases as Bz end increases with

increasing I and decreasing m. In the present work

the arc was operated only in the more stable low-

voltage mode. A plot of arc voltage, V, versus Bz

is shown in Fig. 7. Also shown are the results of

earlier experiments in which KC-8 was mounted rigidly

to the vacuum vessel and in which the effective

diameter of the applied-field-magnet coil was about

twice that of the magnet currently mounted on the

thrust stand (upper curve in Fig. 7). It is seen

that not only the magnitude, but also the shape of

the applied magnetic field affects arc performance.

The effect of the magnetic-field configuration must

therefore be considered in evaluating applied-field

arc performance and in optimizing arc design.

Thrust

The results' of thrust measurements are sum-

marized in Figs. 8 and 9. The insensitivity of

thrust, F, to m is shown in Fig. 8 for a constant

current of 325 A and a constant Bz of 0.205 T.

Because the arc voltage increases linearly with mag-

netic field, points at higher values of IBz repre-

sent higher arc operating powers. As expected,

thrust increases with increasing arc power. Thrust

densities at the highest power level of ̂ 25 kW
2 *were ̂  500 N/m . The correlation of thrust with

the product IB is predicted by a detailed theoreti-

cal treatment of the plasma acceleration process in

which it is presumed that the dominant plasma

acceleration mechanism is the conversion of rota-

tional energy induced by j B azimuthal forces into

axial kinetic energy by expansion through a mag-

netic nozzle (j = radial current density). This

"rotational model" is briefly discussed in Ref. 1,

and will be detailed in a future report. In simple

terms, one would expect the thrust of an electro-

magnetic accelerator to be F = fT x BdV where

integration is carried out over the entire current-

carrying volume. For a relatively uniform magnetic

field, F : B, /v JdV o r F " IB.

Effective Exhaust Velocity

The effective exhaust velocity, v , (or equi-

valently the specific impulse, I = v /g) may be

obtained from the thrust-stand data by use of the

defining relation: v = F/m. Exhaust velocities

*Based on beam area at the anode.
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thus obtained are shown in Fig. 10. However, care

must be exercised in evaluating exhaust velocities

obtained in this manner because both steady-state

and quasi-steady MPD arcs may run on a mass flow

rate other than the metered input propellant flow;'

arcs having been observed to run on either, or both,

eroded electrode and insulator material, or en-

trained tank gas. Such mass entrainment effects

lead to erroneously high calculated values of ve>

Therefore, ion velocities were measured with a

127 degree electrostatic energy analyzer located

near the beam center line 6.4 m downstream of the

anode face. The results of this direct velocity

2.0

IB,/*, (••'!

4.0

Fig. 10. Exhaust velocity versus the parameter
IB /m .

measurement are also shown in Fig. 10, as vertical

bars. The top of the bar represents uncorrected

data, whereas the bottom indicates corrected vel-

ocities assuming that lithium ions are accelerated

by an electrostatic sheath maintained by 2-eV

electrons before entering the analyzer channel.

The general agreement between these two methods of

measurement indicates that mass entrainment effects,

if present at all, are relatively small. In fact,

if mass entrainment effects were substantial, parti-

cle velocities deduced from thrust-stand measure-

ments would be greater than those obtained with the

energy analyzer. It is plausible that the higher

velocities measured by the energy analyzer are due

to the beam velocity profile with higher particle

velocities occurring near the center of the beam.

Thrust Efficiency

A parameter of prime importance in evaluat-

ing the performance of any space propulsion thruster

is the thrust efficiency, n , defined as the ratio

of the total power producing thrust to the total

electrical input power.* In terms of measurable

Because no attempt was made to optimize the magnet,
magnet power was not included as input electrical
power. An analysis by Johansen and Palmer1^ indi-
cates that specific field strengths of 0.1 T/kW can
be obtained. Thus, for the range of B and arc
power used in the present experiments, reported np

b h i h b 10% if i i d
p
values may be high by
power is considered.

p p
10% if optimized magnet
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Fig. 11. Thrust efficiency versus exhaust velocity.

variables, n p = F /2AIV. The anticipated correla-

tion of rip with input power was not observed.

Indeed, nF did not even display a general trend of

increase with increasing input power. As shown in

Fig. 11 ri was found to correlate with exhaust

velocity.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

As stated earlier, it had been expected that

thrust efficiency would increase with increasing

arc power, which was disproved by our experiment.

The observation that thrust efficiency does not

correlate with arc input power is important for the

evaluation of applied-field arc performance. It is

seen that ric" v . Because v = IB /m, nr = IB/m.
re c Z r

Experimentally it is observed that I and m are not

truly independently controllable variables. Arc

operation is steadiest when me/m.I s 1, where m. is

the lithium ion mass and e is the electronic charge.

Thus, for pure applied-field operation, increased

thrust efficiency requires increased magnetic field

strengths. Alternately, one may operate at higher

current levels, > 1000 A, whei3 self-field ac-

celeration processes should add to the thrust and

thus to increased thrust efficiency. It therefore

seems possible to operate MPD arcs at efficiencies

higher than those reported herein. Figure 12 shows

an arc operating (not on the thrust stand) at a

power level of 76 kW with a current of 1200 A. For

this arc geometry a self-field thrust of *• 0.015N

should contribute to increased performance.

Fig. 12. Arc operating at 76 kW with a current of
1200 A.

Summarizing, the present experiments provide

additional evidence that a steady-state lithium MPD

arc is capable of operating at specific impulses and

efficiencies that are of interest for space propul-

sion. The measured effective exhaust velocities and

thrust efficiencies are comparable to, or greater

than, those reported to date for pulsed, or quasi-

steady, plasma propulsion thrusters.
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